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Abstract. In this paper, we will discuss the potentials of affordable Geoweb 2.0
technologies. We will reveal two affordable open-source collaborative mapping
frameworks and explore their potentials, strengths and weaknesses through two different
field implementations in the form of case studies. Reflecting on our experiences with
these cases we will compare the two technological frameworks in terms of participation
and mapping support as well as data security, cross-browser compatibility, interface
customizability, import-export capability and required level of expertise for setup and
management. Moreover, with a designerly lens, we will discuss the levels of design
empowerment in two cases in relation with user profiles and pre-designated contribution
styles. Finally, we will identify open challenges and suggest future directions.
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BACKGROUND, AIMS AND 		
MOTIVATIONS
Urban planning and design are complex processes
in which the decision makers are not often fully
knowledgeable about the range of factor s involved
as well as the implications of their decisions (Simao
et al., 2009). In this context, it is necessary to promote mutual and sustainable learning in these practices which require constructive conversation and
co-production (van der Veen and Altes, 2011). This
is evidently a challenging task due to the complexity of planning processes and the sheer amount of
stakeholders involved who have various interests
and ideologies, different levels of education and
power.
A significant amount of literature has been dedicated to public participation. The most well-known

classic is “the ladder of citizen participation” by Arnstein (1969) which identified eight levels of participation through the lens of citizen power: manipulation, therapy, informing, consultation, placation,
partnership, delegated power and citizen control. Her
study revealed certain cases where participatory
tools were used (and sometimes abused) by the authorities to create an impression of participation instead of facilitating actual citizen contribution.
Conner (1988), Wiedemann and Femers (1993),
Dorcey et al. (1994), Rocha (1997) have proposed
their updated versions of the participation ladder,
each focusing on slightly different aspects. Conner
(1988)’s point of view was oriented more towards
conflict resolution whereas Wiedemann and Fem-
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ers (1993) aimed at joint decision making; but only
in the final stage of planning. Dorcey et al. (1994)
proposed ongoing involvement and consensus
building as the highest level of participation. Rocha
(1997) placed political empowerment at the top and
atomic empowerment at the bottom of her participation ladder.
Senbel and Church (2011), in a relatively new
study, stressed the importance of design empowerment and proposed a contemporary (and more
“enabling”) version of Arnstein’s ladder. They proposed six “instances” (six I’s) of design empowerment: information, inspiration, ideation, inclusion,
integration and independence. The highest level of
empowerment is independent design, when residents
gain the capacity to create their own plans and visions
thus reach autonomy. This is followed by integration, which involves the coproduction of plans and
proposals. Inclusion of the ideas and thoughts of the
participants among other priorities, ideation (ability
to generate and express ideas) about the future, and
inspiration triggering response to an alternative and
informing are the relatively lower instances of design
empowerment.
Overall, starting with Arnstein’s ladder proposed
in the spirit of 1968, it is possible to track a shift in
the understanding of participation; towards democratization and greater empowerment and involvement of citizens. This shift is, of course, closely related to the theoretical shift or the “communicative
turn” from rational planning to communicative and
deliberative planning.

Neogeography and WikiGIS
From the perspective of geospatial participatory
technologies, it is possible to track similar layers of
transformation regarding the production and dissemination of geographic information. From topdown to bottom-up, referring to the public participation GIS (PPGIS), from “requested production” to
“voluntary production” - geocrowdsourcing and
finally, towards the wikification of GIS and Geoweb
2.0 technologies (also called neogeography) (Roche
et. al., 2012).
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Relying on a combination of web 2.0-based social
software and information aggregation services,
Geoweb 2.0 technologies stand as a strong alternative to the traditional linear and hierarchical knowledge production methods. They are loaded with
constructivist learning and production principles
applied both in the making of the facilitating opensource environments; and the ways they enable social knowledge construction. In this sense, they are
well positioned to act as a medium for facilitating
dialogue and learning as well as communicative action.
The real power of Geoweb 2.0 comes from the
way it is utilized for the inclusion of knowledge acquired through lived experience or experiential
knowledge; which had been granted less legitimacy
in the past (Elwood, 2006). Through technologies
such as WikiGIS, alternative maps can be created by
the public in an asynchronous and distributed manner to represent abstract forces (urban phenomena)
shaping urban life; urban dynamics which are not
usually accessible to designers and planning authorities (Amoroso, 2010). By this way, multiple perspectives of social groups and organizations can be
dynamically represented and (re)constructed.
Thus, Geoweb 2.0 is more than just a repository
of maps, images and text. It is a strong and sustainable empowering mechanism which invites people to
decide on their future and reflect their individual point
of views.

The Brussels context, aims and scope
Brussels has long been a stage for large-scale urban
development projects initiated by national and international actors. Unfortunately, a significant number of large scale projects realized in Brussels after
the second half of the nineteenth century caused
serious urban problems intertwined with social segregation and cultural differences. A combination of
urban policies lead to the destruction of architectural heritage and the existing natural setting with
a compromising collaboration of the public sector;
a phenomenon also known as “Brusselization” (Lagrou, 2003).

As a result of decades of destruction, the city (and
especially its center) has become a historic nonevent without natural references (Loze and Cartuyvels, 2005). Thus, creation, protection, improvement
and creative use of the green areas in the Brussels
Capital Region are of utmost importance.
In the long run, the ultimate goal of the environmental organizations located in the city is to be
able to contribute to the future plans for regional/
educational development and overall policy making
process in a constructive manner. Reflecting on the
topics reviewed above, it is possible to claim that the
inclusion of web 2.0-based collaborative and constructive practices into the planning processes can
potentially improve the quality of the governmental
plans as well as the dialogue between planning actors, and most important inclusion of lay people.
A significant limiting factor for the planning of
the Brussels Capital Region is that the existing traditional GIS tools and information resources are
confined to regional zones due to federalization processes. In contrast, contemporary planning requires
the consideration of the surrounding regions and
areas; and an integrated holistic approach (Duany et
al. 2009). In Brussels, this goal seems to be easier to
achieve through the facilitation of various Geoweb
2.0 mapping services as they provide continuous
spatial information beyond the administrative borders. This fact was one of the major sources of motivation for our study.
Moreover, two of the non-governmental environmental organizations that we have collaborated
with Brussels Environment Council (BRAL) and Green
Belgium Organization openly expressed their need
for a sustainable deliberative mapping environment.
Significant factors for this demand were the lack of
support for social interaction in the traditional GIS
systems and most importantly their complexity and
their financial and timely costs.
In this context, we have constructed two different Geoweb 2.0 application frameworks and tested
these applications in two different field studies with
the contributions of the NGOs introduced above.

We will begin our study by presenting the two affordable technological frameworks referenced
above. Afterwards, we will introduce our findings
and experiences from the following real-life implementations through which those frameworks were
tested. Through these cases, we aim at revealing
the potentials of Geoweb 2.0 frameworks. With this
purpose, we will discuss their strengths and weaknesses to serve as a sustainable empowering tool
for the coordination of various actors, expression of
ideas on the future and reflection of individual point
of views.

TWO GEOWEB 2.0 FRAMEWORKS FOR
COLLABORATIVE MAPPING
The two frameworks below have initially been proposed as preliminary prototypes as a part of a government supported research project which involves
the development of a virtual environment for the
analysis and evaluation of urban projects (Pak and
Verbeke, 2012). The first framework uses Semantic
MediaWiki as a backbone whereas the second one is
based on a combination of more than twenty opensource content management modules, well-known
JavaScript libraries (such as jQuery and openlayers)
and other custom applications. Both of the frameworks have the potential to be used in all levels of
“design empowerment” described by Senbel and
Church (2011), including information, inspiration,
ideation, inclusion, integration and independence.

Geoweb 2.0 framework 1(proposed in
2010)
In the first setup, the MediaWiki Content Management
system provides the general framework for the collaborative mapping environment (Figure 1). MediaWiki
was preferred because it uses an extensible lightweight
wiki markup language and contains a variety of functionalities including rich content, an editing interface,
search, media library and an application-programming
interface.
The system and the modules are based on free and
open source software (except Google API). GoogleAPI
has been embedded in this system via “Google Medi-
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aWiki Extension” whereas Google Earth API has been
included via JavaScript. The semantic mapping functionality has been made available through “Semantic
Maps Extension”.
The timelines and concept maps have been connected to related “SIMILE” and “FLARE” visualization libraries using Semantic Results Formats extension.

Geoweb 2.0 framework 2 (proposed in 2012)
The second framework is a result of the findings from
diagnostic of the first framework. It is based on more
than twenty open-source content management modules and other custom applications (Figure 2, on the
next page).
Openlayers serves as the key library and the content management module for creating location based
information as well as complex geocoding and visualization. It provides the ability to connect to any mapping API available, including Google Maps, Bing Maps
and OpenstreetMaps.
jQuery and its user interface (UI) library provide
abstractions for low-level interactions and animation,
advanced effects and high-level, themeable widgets.
Geotaxonomy is used to attach geo information (latitude, longitude, bounding boxes, etc.) to taxonomy
terms. Similar to the first framework, Flare library has
been integrated into the system, this time, through
RDF framework.
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CASE STUDY TESTING FRAMEWORK 1:
GREEN NETWORKS WITH THE BRUSSELS
ENVIRONMENT COUNCIL
This study was specifically initiated for testing the
potentials of framework 1 as a medium for collaborative analysis and planning. The Brussels Environment Council (BRAL) used this framework to develop an extended (unofficial and alternative) version
of the Brussels Green Network Plan.
In February 2011, a specific server has been setup and the web application has been made available to the relevant actors. The BRAL team, consisting
of 6 experts, had specific requests for mapping. They
wanted to be able to use previously created plans,
such as the land use plan, the biological evaluation
map and the older green network plan as a layer to
work on, which can be turned on and off. Moreover,
they demanded to be able to observe their own
plans on the older plans and combine them together as they wish.
The default open source framework and the
Google Mapper extension −in its original form− did
not include this functionality so we had to develop
custom applications and modify the extension to
enable layering and create an “input-output” flow
mechanism. In the modified version, when a user
creates a map and saves it, it is possible to visualize it

Figure 2
The second Geoweb 2.0 tech-
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on any page using the import and export workflow
(Figure 3, on the next page). This system operates
as a geo-RSS feed engine and allows the dynamic
representation of user maps. This means that the
exported maps can be imported and organized into
layers.
One of the most interesting aspects of this study
was the inclusion of crowdsourced information into
the planning process. Specific maps created by gardeners have been made available and used as a basis to discuss the planning of future green networks.
As a result of three months of collaborative
work, a collective map was created (Figure 4). Two
alternative views of the study were exported in both
ArcGIS and raster image format, which can be published one meter high and one meter wide.
At the end of May 2011, the final plan has been
presented and handed over to the Environmental
Management Institute study office responsible for
the preparation of the green networks section of the
sustainable regional development plan. In this con-
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text, the knowledge that has been created through
the collaborative mapping application was officially
transferred to planning authorities. This case can be
considered as a simple “independent design” example (level 6) in the design empowerment scale of
Senbel and Church (2011).

CASE STUDY TESTING FRAMEWORK 2:
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE
GREEN AREAS IN A EUROPEAN CAPITAL
WITH GREEN ENVIRONMENTAL
ORGANIZATION
This initiative has been taken in January 2012 together with the Green Belgium Organization which
manages an educational network of 20.000 youngsters (primary and secondary education age group)
who are members of environment related “clubs”.
In this study, the collaborative mapping application (framework 2) has been used as an instrument
of dialogue between the youth movement of Brussels and green area managers (establishing such a
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Figure 3
Field Testing Framework 1:
BRAL Green Networks Green
Networks Application.

dialogue was essential because of the huge age and
power differences between the related parties). In
this setup, youngsters in Brussels are invited to represent their opinions and ideas using maps (geotags
and polygonal zones), images and text. Moreover,
the managers of green spaces (including the park
wardens and gardeners) also express their ideas and
the problems they face in a similar format. These
two participants can monitor what others think and
write their own review.
Due to the incredible variety of user profiles,
the communication is simplified and channeled towards three major lines: favorite places, dreams and
improvements. In this sense, the scope and content
of the user contributions are focused on specific aspects. All types of content is aggregated and overlaid together on the main page (Figure 5). On the
map, individual categories are represented as special icons and clustered when needed to promote
ease of use.
An important quality is the multi-lingual nature
of the contributions, which have intentionally been
harvested together to encourage the communication between French-speaking and Dutch-speaking
youngsters as well as managers.
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Using the framework 2, it was possible to dynamically generate maps through an import/export flow
mechanism provided as default with the openlayers
library. By this way it was possible to create easy to
understand thematic maps such as “dream maps”,
“favorite maps” and “problem/improvement maps”.
These dynamic maps are seen by the Green Belgium
organization as a basis for establishing a sustainable
reflective dialogue between youngsters and managers. Overall, this case relates to the “information, inspiration, ideation, and inclusion” (Levels 1-4) in the
design empowerment scale of Senbel and Church
(2011). It is still in progress and its first phase will be
finished in May 2012. We will reveal more details and
findings during the conference presentation.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
In the previous sections, we have introduced two
affordable open-source collaborative mapping
frameworks and briefly shared our experiences on
building two cases. These two cases were different
in terms of the user profiles, pre-designated contribution types, and consequently, the level of design
empowerment (Table 1).

Figure 4
The final Green networks map
overlaid on the green layer of
the land use plan including
the crowdsourced data.

Case 1, BRAL / Green Networks study illustrates a
type of participation in which experts from an NGO
collaboratively develop a serious plan considering
the informal maps created by gardeners and various
official plans. The final product is a serious and independently produced plan which includes analysis
results and specific zones.
On the other hand, Case 2, Green Belgium /
Jeunes Natuurlijk! study is based on a different participation strategy. The users are neither designers,
nor planners. Their contributions are in the form of
ideas, problems and/or preferences. These are intended to be used to improve the quality of management and policy-making through information,
inspiration and inclusion as well as for monitoring
the effects of plans/policies.
However, in both of the cases, it is difficult to
claim a high level of empowerment before the re-

sults of these plans are implemented by the authorities and become evident and observable in real life.
Considering the technological side of the presented cases, it would not be wrong to state that
both of the frameworks performed as reliable platforms for collecting and disseminating geolocation
based information. They ran (and are still running)
with uptimes higher than 98%. In terms of functionality, the maps produced by users can be seen as a
proof-of-concept.
Overall, both of the frameworks allowed customized communication, adjustment of access rules
and communication levels to the user profile. However, the frameworks were found to be significantly
different in terms of mapping service support, data
security, compatibility, their import-export capabilities and the level of expertise required for setup and
management. The first framework fell short on al-
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Case Study 1
BRAL / Green Networks

User Profiles
User Contribution
Participation/
Design Empowerment
(Senbel and Church, 2011)

Case Study 2
Green Belgium / Jeunes
Natuurlijk
Experts Planners working for Youngsters and City Managers
an NGO
Analysis, Zoning and
Ideas, Problem Consultation
Alternative plan
and Preferences
development
Independent design (Level
Information, Inspiration,
6)
Ideation, Inclusion (Levels 1-4)

most all of the aspects due to the limiting nature of
the MediaWiki content management system (Table
In conclusion, the two cases presented in our
study can be seen as preliminary examples of giving
a voice to non-governmental organizations, acceptance of user created data as a valid resource and its
inclusion in the planning practices. The proposed
technological frameworks supported the subse-

Mapping Service Support

Data Security and Privacy

Designed as an open system

Cross-browser
compatibility
Interface Customizability

Maps Extension- problems
with various browsers
The MediaWiki Skin can be
customized but limited

Additions needed to Maps
extension to enable KML,
GeoRSS Import/export flow
Required level of expertise Basic knowledge on web
applications
(setup and management)
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Comparison of two field
applications in terms of user
profiles, contribution and
design empowerment level.

quent communicative processes and the initial outcomes conformed to the intentions of our studies.
Using Geoweb 2.0 Framework 1, the experts
were able to complete an independent collaborative planning task. However, due to the lack of an efficient native what-you-see-is-what-you-get editing
interface, the (relative) complexity of the Wiki platform and the integrated mapping interface, it was

Geoweb 2.0 Framework 1
Google Maps, extendible to
other map types via
embeddable JavaScript

Import-Export Capability

Table 1

Geoweb 2.0 Framework 1
Openlayers comes default
with Google Maps, Bing
Maps, WorldWind,
OpenstreetMaps
Various options to secure
data
Supports all Browsers
jQuery UI provides the
highest level of
customizability
KML, GeoRSS, WKT + UI based
SQL query
Advanced JavaScript, PHP

Table 2
Comparison of the Geoweb
2.0 frameworks according to
their mapping support, security and privacy, compatibility,
interface, customizability,
import-export capability and
the required level of expertise
for setup and management.

Figure 5
Field testing Framework 2:
Green Belgium Jeunes Natuurlijk! Study.

not efficient (Pak and Verbeke, 2012-forthcoming).
For this reason, in its current form, Framework 1 cannot be considered suitable to be used by lay-people
in design empowerment levels which require relatively higher levels of interactivity such as of inspiration, ideation and inclusion.
Different than Framework 1, Geoweb 2.0 Framework 2 provides a highly compatible, customizable
interface with rich mapping support. Therefore, it
may be considered to be better fit-for-purpose in all
design empowerment levels from information to independent design.
In the future, considering the multimodal nature
of the planning processes, creating a new framework

for combining face-to-face activities with computermediated activities to form an integrated planning
process may improve similar practices. Overall, the
ultimate success indicator for similar future Geoweb
2.0 applications will be the extent to which the plans
and messages of the participants are taken on board
by the authorities.
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